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In this paper the stability of stochastic discrete systems will be discussed. 
Some results in this direction are given in [l]-[3]. 
1. DIFFERENT NOTIONS OF STABILITY FOR STOCHASTIC SYSTEMS 
Let {a, K, P} be a probability field. 
Denote by X the space of n-dimensional random vectors, LP(Q)- the set 
of elements x from X which satisfies E j x(w) Ip < co (where E denotes the 
mean value), and L”(Q) the set of elements from X which are essentially 
bounded. 
If X(W) EL”(Q) we denote 11 X(W) /IV = (so j X(W) /p P(&))ll~ and if 
X(W) E L=J, we denote 
II x l/m = in; ;ygA I x(w) I * 
P(A)=0 
Let fs : Rn x D + Rn be a sequence of functions continuous in x E R” and 
measurable with respect to w E Q 
Consider the system 
(1) xn+1(QJ) =fn(%(w), WI, OJ E Q, 71 E N, 
where N is the set of positive integers. 
If x1(w) is measurable then x,(w) is a random vector for all n E N. 
For all n, E N and x,,(w) E X the system (I) has a unique solution (functions 
which coincide almost everywhere are considered equal) defined for n > n, 
(we consider that X,,(W) = x”(w)). This solution will be denoted by 
x&o , x0 3 QJ). 
Suppose that f,(O, w) = 0. 
Let d be a subset of X. 
DEFINITION. (1) The trivial solution of system I is stable in probability 
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with respect to ,~d if for all E > 0, 7 > 0, n, E N there exists 6 > 0 such that, 
if X,,(W) E SJ and P(w, j x,,(w) 1 > S} < 6 then P{w, 1 x,(n, , x’a , W) ( > v> < E 
for n > n,, 
(2) The trivial solution of system I is strongly stable in probability with 
respect to .& if for all E > 0, 17 > 0, n, E iV there exists 6 > 0 such that, 
if x~(w) E~J and P{w, 1 x0(w) j > S} -: 6, then 
(3) The trivial solution of system I is stable in D(Q) 1 < p < CD with 
respect to & if for all E > 0, no EN there exists 6 > 0 such that, if 
x0(w) E Se n P(Q) and j/ x0(w) /ID < 8 then /I X~(KZ, , x0 , W) /iB < E for n > no. 
(4) The trivial solution of system I is uniformly stable in probability 
with respect to -d, respectively, strongly uniformly stable in probability 
with respect to &, uniformly stable in D’(Q), 1 < p < co, with respect to 
&, if (l), (2), (3) are satisfied, respectively, and 6 does not depend on no . 
(5) The trivial solution of system I is almost surely attractive with respect 
to z2 if limnia ,Ic,(n, , x0, w) = 0 almost everywhere (a.e.) for no E N, 
x0 Ed. 
(6) The trivial solution of system I is attractive in probability with 
respect to .& if limn+ooP n x (no , x0 , W) = 0 for no E N, x0 E &’ (where limp 
denotes the limit in probability). 
(7) The trivial solution of system I is attractive in P(Q), 1 < p < cc 
with respect to ~2 if lim,,, /j xm(no , x0 , W) /ID = 0 for no E N, x0 E & n Lo. 
(8) The trivial solution of system I is asymptotically stable in probability 
with respect to Jai if it is stable and attractive in probability with respect to &. 
(9) The trivial solution of system I is asymptotically stable in P(Q),), 
1 < p < co, with respect to & if it is stable and attractive in Q(Q) with 
respect to L&. 
(10) The trivial solution of system I is asymptotically stable in mean 
square if it is uniformly stable in L2(Q) with respect to Lz(Q) and if the follow- 
ing property is satisfied: there exists 6, > 0 and a function n(c) such that 
if I/ x0(w) Ii2 < So we have /I x,(n, , x0, w) II2 < E for 71 - no > n(e). 
REMARK 1. It is easy to prove the following assertions: 
(a) If the trivial solution is strongly stable in probability with respect 
to d, then it is stable in probability with respect to &‘. 
(b) If the trivial solution is attractive in Lm with respect to &, then it is 
attractive in Ll(sZ) with respect to ~2. (This assertion follows from 
II 4~) Ill < /I -4~) IL) 
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(c) If the trivial solution is attractive in P(Q), 1 < p < cg with respect 
to d then it is attractive in probability with respect to d. 
(d) If the trivial solution is almost surely attractive with respect to d 
then it is attractive in probability with respect to &. 
(e) If & = {x E X, x(w) = x,, a.e. x,, E P} then the stability in LP, 
1 < p < a with respect to & implies the stability in probability with 
respect to &. Indeed, if X(W) = x0 a.e. for x,, E R” then we have 
I/ 4W) L B I x0 I = II X(w) Ilp = II X(w) I/I d II X(w) IL e 
2. THE METHOD OF LIAPUNOV FUNCTIONS 
Let a(r), b(r), C(Y) b e continuous and increasing functions defined for Y 3 0, 
u(0) = b(0) = c(0) = 0, and Vi : R” -+ [0, co), Vi(O) = 0, a sequence of 
continuous functions. 
Let S(M) = (x, x ELm(SZ), II X(W) jlm < M}. 
THEOREM 1. If 
(1) ~(1 x 1) < Vi(x), i E N, x E R” 
(2) ~vn+l(%+,(no > x0 > WI) d EV&n(no > x0 7 w)> 
for no E N, n 3 no , x0 E S(M), then the trivial solution of system I is stable 
in probability with respect o S(M). 
PROOF. Let x0(w) E S(M). We have ] x0(w) ) < M a.e. 
From condition (2) it follows that 
Since VeO is a continuous function and V,JO) = 0, V,,&x) > 0 for x # 0 
there exists a continuous and increasing function bnO(r) such that 
V%‘n,(x) < b,(l x I) for all x E Rn. 
Hence 
EVn(xn(no9 x0, w)> G -%&I x0(w) I)- 
Let E > 0, 7 > 0 and 6 > 0 such that 
A = 64 I x0(w) I z 63, and -4, = h I x,,(no , x0, w) I > 71. 
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If P(A) < S we have 
Thus P(A,) < E and the theorem is proved. 
REMARK 2. If in Theorem 1 we suppose, in addition, that V,(X) < b(j x I), 
then the trivial solution of system I is uniformly stable in probability with 
respect to S(M). 
THEOREM 2. If 
(1) a(/ x 1) < Vi(x), ic N, x E Rn 
(2) For all n, E N, n > n, , x0(w) E S(M), V,(x,(n, , x0 , w)) is a super- 
martingale, i.e., 
JW’~+&+~~O , x0 , ~1) i ~&o(~>L V&ho , x0 , w)>l 
G ~&&o, x0 7 QJ)> a.e., 
then the trivial solution of system I is strongly in probability with respect to S(M). 
PROOF. Let x0(w) ES(M). 
From Condition (2) it follows that EV,(x,(n, , x0 , w)) < EVnO(~o(~)). 
There exists a continuous and increasing function bSO(r), such that 
K&4 < bno(l x 1). 
Let E > 0, 7 > 0 and S > 0 such that 
Let 
A = {w I x0(w) I > a>; 
B = {w, sup I xn(no , q, , W) I > 4 = b, sup ~(1 x,(n,, x0, w) I) > a(7)> e 
n&J n>no 
If P(A) < S we have EV,&x,(w)) < -%Jl X,,(W) I) ,( k&M) S + k,(S)- 
Since V,(x,(no , x0 , 0)) is a supermartingale, we have [4] 
Q(T) +%) < ~~?&o(~)) + E I ~‘&%(~o , x0 3 WI> I G 2-44 x0(w) I)7 
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Let 
We have 
471) P(S) G 2-eze(I x0(w) I>* 
Since B C S we have 
Hence P(B) < E and Theorem 2 is proved. 
REMARK 3. If in Theorem 2 we suppose, in addition, that V,(x) < b(J x I), 
then the trivial solution of system I is strongly uniformly stable in probability 
with respect to S(M). 
THEOREM 3. If 
for all no E N, n > no , x0(w) E -02, and EV,O(xO(w)) < CO, then the triwiul 
solution of system I is almost surely attractive with respect to d n Ll(Q). 
PROOF. Let x0(w) E& n Ll(Q) and z,(w) = V,(x,(n,, , x,, , w)). 
We have 
n-1 n-1 
1 e%+,(w) - %(W)l d - c w %bo 9 x0 > w) I). i’lzO i-n, 
Hence 
n-1 
Thus 
By Fatou’s lemma it follows that the series Cz=:=,, c(l x,(no , x0 , w) I) is 
convergent almost everywhere. 
Hence liq,, c(/ x,(n, , x0 , w) I) = 0. 
Thus, limlz+, x,(n, , x0, 6~) = 0 a.e., and theorem is proved. 
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THEOREM 4. If 
(1) j3 J X jP < Vn(X) < b(l X I), Where /3 > 0, 
(2) E~n+d%a+,(no 9 x0 ) w)> < E~n(xn(no 9 x0 ? w)> - WI X&o , x0 9 w) I) 
for all no E N, n 2 no , x0(w) E &, then the trivial solution of system I is almost 
surely attractive with respect o AS! and also is attractive in Lp with respect o d. 
PROOF. From Theorem 3 it follows that the trivial solution of system I is 
almost surely attractive with respect to IQI. 
Let 4~) = Vn(xn(no , x0 , ~1). 
From Condition (2) it follows that J%,(w) is a decreasing sequence. Let 
y = lim 12+g, Ez,(w). Hence lim ra+sP z,(w) = y. By Riesz’s theorem there 
exists a subsequence X,,(W) such that limi,co zn.(w) = y a.e. 
From the inequality z”i(w) < 6(/ ~,~(n, x0 ,‘w) 1) it follows that y = 0. 
Since 
E 
We have lim,,, 11 XJn, 
THEOREM 5. If 
(1) 4 x I) G v,(x) 
I x&o 9 x0 ? w) IP < f E+(w). 
, x0 , w) /ID = 0, and thus Theorem 4 is proved. 
(2) E~n+dxn+l(no 7x0 , w)> d E~&&o , x0 , w>> - 41 x,(n, y x0 5 w)l> 
for no E N n > no , x0(w) ES(M), 
then the trivial solution of system I is asymptotically stable in probability with 
respect o S(M). 
PROOF. From Theorem 1 it follows that the trivial solution of system I 
is stable in probability with respect to S(M). 
From Theorem 3 it follows that the trivial solution of system I is almost 
surely attractive with respect to S(M) and hence it is attractive in proba- 
bility with respect to S(M). 
THEOREM 6. If 
(1) 01 I * I2 < V,(x) B B I x I29 a > 0, B > 0 
(2) E~n+l(xn+l(no , x0 , ~1) d E~,(xn(flo , x0 , a>> 
for no EN n > no, Ix0 II2 < ff, 
then the trivial solution of system I is un;formly stable in L2(f2) with respect o 
Jr/ = 6% x EL2(Qn), II x II2 < HI. 
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PROOF. Let F > 0 and 6(e) = (IX//~) E. If 11 q,(w) 11: < 8(e) we have 
Thus Theorem 6 is proved. 
THEOREM 7. If 
(1) 01 I x I2 d Vn(4 < B I x I2 
(2) E~n&+z+,(no 3 *o 3 ~1) < E~nV,(dno , xo 9 w)) - YE I x&o 9 xo 7 w) I2 
for no E N, n > no , I] x0(w) II2 < H and where y > 0, 
then the trivial solution of system I is asymptotically stable in mean square. 
PROOF. Let E > 0 and So > 0. From Theorem 6 it follows that, if 
II x0@) 1122 < (49 P we have II x,(n, , x0, w) lj22 < 6 for n > no . 
Let n(c) such that n(E) > (/!280/r~~). 
If II x0(w) l!22 < 6, there exists n, EN, no < n1 < no f n(e) such that 
Indeed, suppose that for all n EN, no < n < no + n(c) we have 
From condition (2) it follows that 
?b)+n(e) 
c -wn+l(%+dno > x0 > w)> - ~&n(no , x0 ? WI)1 n-no 
n,+n(c) 
d - Y 1 E I x,(n, , x0, w> 12. 
n=no 
Hence 
E~~‘,o+n(s)(Xn,+n(r)(no , x0 , w>) < E~no(~o(w)) - 144 F E 
< pss, - p(E) $ E < 0, 
and thus we get a contradiction. 
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Hence, there exists n, EN, n, % nl < n,, + n(c) such that 
Thus, for n > n, + n(c) we have 
and theorem is proved. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the system 
c%+,(w) = %(W> %(W> + At(~) Yn(W> 
iy,+&J) = rn(~> -%(w) + h(w) Y,(W)- 
Suppose that {an(w), /3,(w), Ye, S,(w)} are independent, and 
-Q%(w) /%(w> + mbJ> 4bll = 0, 
-q%2(~) + m”(w)) <17 W?z2(w) + &L2(w)) < 1. 
Let JJ? be the set of bidimensional random vector, q,(w) with the propriety 
that {x0(w), a,(w), p%(w), m(w), S,(w)} are independent. 
Let V(x, y) = X2 + y2. 
We have 
Hence 
w:+l(w) + YE+,<W, I Xl 9 Yl 3.e.t %a , ml e %“(W> + Y,“(W). 
Thus 
= WK+,W + Yi+dW) IXl 3 Y1,***, %L 1 Ynl I w% 9 YIb..> %z Pm): 
< w%L2(W) + Y,“(W) I w% ,YA-., wh >rn>l = w% ,Y?J. 
Hence, from Remark 3 it follows that the trivial solution of system II 
is strongly uniformly stable in probability with respect to A&’ n S(M) and 
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from Theorem 6 it follows that it is uniformly stable in La(Q) with respect 
to d n P(Q). 
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